Résumé. 2014 
Nematic Liquid Crystals (NLC's) are fluids which are translationally disordered but orientationally ordered.
On average the orientation of individual molecules is parallel (or antiparallel) to a preferred direction characterized by a vector no, the nematic director. In any finite volume the instantaneous director n(r, t) fluctuates around its average value no [1] . Light scattering is caused by fluctuations of the dielectric tensor E(r, t). In NLC's the off-diagonal elements of the dielectric tensor depend linearly on the fluctuations of the directories a consequence NLC's exhibit strong depolarized light s ttering [2] .
The director fluctuations can be described by a set of linear (o hydrodynamic ») relaxation equations. It can be demonstrated that any deformation of the instantaneous director field can be expressed as a linear combination of three special types of deformation, called the splay, twist and bend distortions, each having distinct viscoelastic properties [3] .
In a previous paper [2] we have described an experimental method for obtaining viscoelastic ratios of NLC's by measuring the light scattering spectrum as a function of angle. In the present paper the techniques described in reference [2] have been applied to the compound APAPA (anisylidene-p-aminophenylacetate) in the nematic region. APAPA is a suitable material to study with the present technique since an appreciable amount of information on this compound is available for comparison. In particular, Leenhouts et al. [4, 5] studied the magnetic and optical susceptibility of this compound and its density as a function of temperature. The same authors also determined the Frank elastic constants of this material from measurements of the Freedericksz transition. The ratios of these Frank elastic constants can be compared directly with our present results. So far no viscosity data to which our data can be compared have been published for this compound; hence the results we present on these properties are new.
In our light scattering set-up (cf. Fig.1 ; for details see ref. [2] ) we can freely choose the scattering angle 0, as well as the directions of the polarizer i, the analyser f and the director no. In practice, one employs only a rather limited set of scattering geometries for which the light scattering results can be easily interpreted. In particular, in all convenient scattering geometries one works with either crossed or parallel polarizers while the director is chosen to be parallel or perpendicular to the scattering plane. We found it most convenient to use a scattering geometry in which the polarization of the scattered light is perpendicular to the director (« ordinary ray »), as the analysis of scattered light with the polarization of the extraordinary ray is by no means straightforward. One way to separate the Light from the laser is polarized by the polarizer I and is scattered by the planar (P) or homeotropic (H) oriented sample. The photomultiplier tube (PMT) detects the light scattered by the sample with a direction of polarization fixed by the analyser F, and at an outside scattering angle OL. All optical components are centred in the scattering plane A. See also figure 1 of reference [2] . different (i.e. splay, twist and bend) contributions to light scattering caused by director fluctuations is to work at scattering angles where one of these distortion modes dominates the others. This approach has been followed in reference [2] as well as in the earlier work by van Eck et al. [6, 7] [9] . These authors gave explicit expressions for the optical spectrum SE(w) of the scattered light as a function of scattering wave vector, frequency and hydrodynamic transport coefficients. From the expression for SE(O-)) given in reference [9] van Eck et al. [3, 6, 7, 10] derived an expression for the noise intensity spectrum SAI(oj) :
where T is the absolute temperature. Two approximations were used in arriving at equation (1) . The [ 11 ] .
The spectrum SAI(OJ) given in equation (1) 0) Gf = n) sin2 (0)/(n) + nl -2 njj nl cos (0)) ; G) = (1 -Gi ). (For a more detailed review of this configuration see ref. [6] .) e) ql = (wo/c)(nll -nl. cos «()), (f) Gl = sin2 (6 ), where it has been assumed that bn,,(q) 1 [9, 2] . 1"a in equation (6) is given by [9] with The widths of the Lorentzians in equation (1) are expressed in terms of relaxation rates USee( (X = 1, 2).
These relaxation rates are related to the 'rex in equation (7) by uSa = Ta '. The viscosity terms yl and occurring in equations (9, 10) can be expressed in terms of Leslie coefficients ai [12] Of course, equations (9, 10) [2] ).
At large angles (0 &#x3E; 300) it turned out that, in order to detect an appropriate relative excess noise [10] , the incoming laser light must be so intense that it will give rise to appreciable heating of the NLC.
The maximum angle is also limited by the dimension of « conventional )&#x3E; sample holders. This imposes an absolute upper limit of Omax ~ 300 upon the scattering angles. The If we substitute equation (1) into equation (25) we obtain
This equation contains the known variables G2 i , G2, q2and a). -and the unknown 1Jsplayl K I' qtwist/K and K,/K2-Note that KI/K2 can be obtained from a measurement of the angular distribution of the scattered light [2] by using the same configuration. A good impression of how OJm can be determined is given by figure 5, which shows a typical spectrum S., (26) . Now we use a computer procedure to find the values for the viscoelastic and elastic ratios that fit best to the set of equations (26) . It . (8, 10) ). In these cases we have defined a quantity x' by :
Note that x', like x, varies between -1 and 1. In the limiting case q jj I = 0 (pure twist; cf. Eqs. (18, 20) ), one has x' = 1. In the pure bend limit (q, To calculate x' we used the same values of n.L and n 11
as for x (Fig. 4 with A) . From figure 4 weight to the half-band width US2' In order to extract the bend and twist distortion properties, we must follow a procedure different from ,the one described in section 1.
If we insert the results of the equations (15, 18) into equation (8) (35) figure 11 . (9) in the mixing term ( N1 I + Y/ 2 + Y/ 12) qi q2. In order to obtain n 12 from this mixing term with a fitting procedure one needs to study a range of scattering angles for which qi rr q 11, i.e. in terms of equation (21 ) , around x' = 0. Figure 12 shows that this condition holds for both 27) figure 14 . G1, GZ, ql and q II were calculated with the refractive indices nl and n I,, determined by Leenhouts [24] . The relatives figure 13 represent best fits to data obtained by Leenhouts [5] (splay) (e.g. cf. Fig. 4 of Ref. [2] ). Obviously the twist data thus obtained do not differ significantly from the present results, but the splay data appear to be systematically higher by some 10 % over the entire temperature range.
5. Discussion.
5.1 ELASTICITY. -Comparing our results for the elastic ratios with those of Leenhouts [5] we observe the same trends for both curves in figure 13 . However, our data for K /K2 appear to be some 10 %-20 % larger than the data obtained from the Fr6edericksz transitions. Such a systematic difference has also been observed before for several other compounds (e.g. Ref. [2] ). In contrast, our data for K3/K2 fit the data from the Freedericksz transitions very well.
To our knowledge there is still no satisfactory explanation for the observed systematic differences. We can suggest two possible reasons for the observed discrepancy :
a) Different anchoring conditions may have been used in both experiments (although we have little evidence [25, 26] to support this conjecture). [2] , whereas the triangles are obtained by using the elastic constants from the Fr6edericksz transitions [5] .
to expect that CX3~ 0. As a consequence Ylsplayl Yltwist 1 (cf. Eqs. (17, 18) [2] and with K,/K2 obtained from the angular distribution of scattered light.
Obviously the results obtained using the first method of calculations satisfy the prediction flsplay/ Yltwist 1. Both other ways show deviations of the order of 10 %.
We point out that a more detailed discussion in terms of molecular theories of viscoelastic properties of APAPA is presented in reference [22] .
